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Executive Summary

Many complex systems of importance to the U.S. Department of Energy consist of networks of discrete components. Examples are cyber networks, such as the internet and local area networks over which nearly all DOE scientific, technical and administrative data must travel, the electric power grid, social networks whose behavior can drive energy demand, and biological networks such as genetic regulatory networks and metabolic networks. In spite of the importance of these complex networked systems to all aspects of DOE’s operations, the scientific basis for understanding these systems lags seriously behind the strong foundations that exist for the “physically-based” systems usually associated with DOE research programs that focus on such areas as climate modeling, fusion energy, high-energy and nuclear physics, nano-science, combustion, and astrophysics.

DOE has a clear opportunity to develop a similarly strong scientific basis for understanding the structure and dynamics of networked systems by supporting a strong basic research program in this area. Such knowledge will provide a broad basis for, e.g., understanding and quantifying the efficacy of new security approaches for computer networks, improving the design of computer or communication networks to be more robust against failures or attacks, detecting potential catastrophic failure on the power grid and preventing or mitigating its effects, understanding how populations will respond to the availability of new energy sources or changes in energy policy, and detecting subtle vulnerabilities in large software systems to intentional attack.

This white paper outlines plans for an aggressive new research program designed to accelerate the advancement of the scientific basis for complex networked systems of importance to the DOE. It will focus principally on four research areas:

1. understanding network structure,
2. understanding network dynamics,
3. predictive modeling and simulation for complex networked systems, and
4. design, situational awareness and control of complex networks.

The program elements consist of a group of Complex Networked Systems Research Institutes (CNSRI), tightly coupled to an associated individual-investigator-based Complex Networked Systems Basic Research (CNSBR) program. The CNSRI’s will be principally located at the DOE National Laboratories and are responsible for identifying research priorities, developing and maintaining a networked systems modeling and simulation software infrastructure, operating summer schools, workshops and conferences and coordinating with the CNSBR individual investigators. The CNSBR individual investigator projects will focus on specific challenges for networked systems. Relevancy of CNSBR research to DOE needs will be assured through the strong coupling provided between the CNSBR grants and the CNSRI’s.
Modeling, Simulation and Analysis of Complex Networked Systems

Scientists and engineers have long used mathematical and computational models for the analysis and design of physics-based systems, such as those describing the evolution of weather and climate, the behavior of complex physical processes in combustion devices, materials design, weapons systems and energy production. These models can often be described by systems of partial differential equations, and sophisticated methodologies have been developed to translate the physics into mathematical and computational models that can be analyzed and understood to provide predictive understanding of their behavior. However, there are many complex systems of importance to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) that are instead described by networks of discrete components. Such systems are not naturally modeled by systems of partial differential equations, and the required mathematics is both fundamentally different from what DOE has historically pursued, and to a large extent is much less well-developed\textsuperscript{1,2,3}.

Examples of networks closely tied to DOE’s most critical missions include the electric power grid and the information networks associated with both large-scale “open science” research projects in the Office of Science and with the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Stockpile Stewardship program\textsuperscript{4}. Understanding and developing a capability to simulate the behavior of the nation’s power grid at scale is central to emerging efforts to expand and modernize its operations. The distributed, collaborative teams that perform open science research must be able to reliably and securely share significant amounts of information among institutions and over networks around the world in order to enable and promote scientific discovery for the DOE and the nation. Assuring the safety and reliability of the nation’s nuclear stockpile is fundamentally an information enterprise that depends on assuring the underlying complex information networks. In addition to cyber networks, such as the internet and local area networks, other complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF COMPLEX NETWORKED SYSTEMS WILL HELP ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS AND INFORM POLICY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Can we use understand and quantify the efficacy of new security approaches for computer networks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can we improve the design of computer or communication networks to be more robust against partial failures or intentional attacks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can we detect a potential catastrophic failure on the power grid and prevent or mitigate its effects?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can we understand how populations will respond to the availability of new energy sources, or to changes in energy policy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can we understand the behavior of large-scale software systems at a level that allows us to detect subtle vulnerabilities to attack?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
networks whose improved understanding will have significant impact on federal
scientific missions and public policy include social networks, biological networks,
networks describing the spread of disease and even networks or graphs that
describe the organization and execution of very complex scientific software.

The networks of interest to DOE are often very large, containing hundreds of
millions of elements or more, and can range from relatively static in structure (e.g.
the power grid), to rapidly changing and evolving (e.g. the internet, or wireless
networks). Often, as a practical matter, these networks cannot be studied directly.
For example, it is not possible to directly test the effect of controlled shut-down
procedures for segments of the power grid, the spread of a computer virus, or the
spread of a disease vector under different vaccination options without having
potentially drastic economic, safety or health impacts. For infrastructure networks,
replicating all or even part of the physical infrastructure may be prohibitively
expensive. In both these cases, computational modeling and simulation provides a
safe and cost-effective alternative that can help enormously in developing needed
understanding.

**Practical questions that can be answered about complex networked systems:**
Mathematical analysis and models of complex networks can be used to
computationally explore many practical questions about the performance and
behaviors of real systems:

- What are the critical structures and connections in the network? To
  understand a sudden change in the behavior of the electrical grid, subtle
  linkages between apparently independent components may be very
  important.
- What are the important dynamics of the network? Understanding the
  spreading rate of a human or computer virus requires an understanding of
  the dynamics of the network components but also of the connections.
- Computational models of complex network models can help to forecast
  behaviors. For example, in large-scale computer networks small changes in
  protocol timings may lead to unpredicted large-scale changes in behavior.
- Ultimately these models will form the foundation for control and design
  optimization of complex network systems. How should power transmission
  capacity be allocated to optimize real-time grid performance? Where should
  network flow sensors be placed to minimize bandwidth requirements for
  real-time activity monitoring?

DOE must continue the development of next-generation complex networked
systems that are more secure, less brittle to unexpected events, and more
controllable. For these emerging efforts to be successful, it is essential that a firm
intellectual foundation be provided for understanding and simulating large-scale
networks. Without a strong foundation, DOE will entertain a significant element of
risk associated with the lack of essential knowledge for effectively improving
network performance and understanding potential modes of failure. DOE has a clear
opportunity to exploit its unique set of capabilities in computational and system
science at massive scale towards this unique and timely opportunity to establish a strong mathematical and scientific basis to reduce risk associated with these essential DOE systems and facilities.

Opportunities and Challenges

Many aspects of the DOE mission involve complex networked systems. The Department's most important information, whether for nuclear weapons stewardship or for high-energy physics research, flows in large-scale networks. As plans for new levels of cyberdefense move forward, fundamental understanding of network performance and effects of changes on performance will be needed. The nation's power grid is a complex network. Understanding of its performance and ability to predict the effects of both intentional modifications and unforeseen events is limited. Many of the most important challenges relate to the interactions of multiple networks. For example, in the modern power grid the flow of information interacts strongly with the flow of power. In addition, the interaction of evolving social networks with other network classes is critical to understanding human-generated failure modes. Development of new mathematical and computational approaches, methods, and tools will play important roles in emerging DOE programs in these and other areas.

Foundational mathematical and computational research questions:
Addressing these and other issues involving complex networked systems will require new foundational mathematical and computational research that can answer the following technical questions:

- How can the *structure* of a complex network be reconstructed from necessarily limited observations? There are often critical but unknown interactions among network elements that can create surprising or emergent* behaviors. A fundamental understanding of observability and reconstructability of a network from limited and imperfect observations is needed.

- How do *dynamic processes* on the network evolve? Interactions between network elements on multiple space and time scales can lead to emergent behaviors. Which interactions are important to understanding large-scale behavior? What model representations are best for network dynamics at large scale?

- What are the limits to *prediction* of complex network behavior? Given imperfect system models and limited computational resources can well-understood bounds be placed on behaviors? How can these predictive models be validated in real systems?

* For complex, interconnected systems, exhibited behavior that would not be expected or predicted by inspection of the individual components is often referred to as “emergent”.
Can simulation methods be scaled to performance levels allowing their use in design and control optimization for large-scale systems? Ensembles of simulations to explore classes of behavior as design and environmental parameters of the model are varied require efficient and scalable simulation tools.

Research Program Elements

Over the past decade, a significant amount of research has been aimed at understanding complex networks and their structural characteristics. By analogy with the identification of invariant physical laws for physical systems, the research has focused primarily on the identification of important invariant properties including degree distribution, clustering coefficient distributions, shortest-path distribution and connected components. Understanding the behavior of real complex networks of interest to the DOE requires combining such theoretical studies with the examination of the actual networks themselves, or with accurate computational models of these networks whose structural properties can then be investigated experimentally. Generating such network models can in itself be an enormous computational task. This is because of the need to potentially represent the networks in terms of very large graphs, and because the models may require generation of extensive synthetic data to provide effective realism. In addition, these networks must be represented at different levels of fidelity. Some studies may require that the fundamental elements of the network be described in great detail, while others may need to exchange fidelity with execution speed. Lower fidelity models that run quickly can be used to support real-time operational or control capabilities for a network, or to make very large statistical studies of network behavior. A full multi-scale approach may also be needed, where some elements are modeled at very high fidelity while coupled to “reduced-order” models that provide a representation of the wider environment.

The ultimate objective of a research program on mathematical modeling, simulation and analysis of complex networked systems is to develop capabilities for understanding, designing and control of those networked systems. To do this requires addressing four major elements: understanding network structure, understanding network dynamics, predictive modeling and simulation of dynamic networks, and situational awareness and control. Some of the emerging research topics in each of these four research areas are described below.

Research area 1: Understanding network structure

To understand network behavior, the underlying topology of the network must be understood. In general the network systems of interest are of sufficient scale and complexity that direct measurement of structure will be impossible. Instead, statistical inference and machine learning methods will be used to infer the network structure indirectly.
The fundamental problem is to infer the structure of a complex network from a limited set of noisy observations. The observations are often only indirectly connected to the basic network structures and interconnections. In many cases the network may be spatially distributed (e.g. the electric grid or Internet) and the scale may be very large. Some of the specific mathematical and computational challenges include:

- Machine learning on general graph structures – of particular importance are learning with relational data, learning with limited or no training data, hierarchical structure models, and learning with noisy and missing data;12
- Current research in complex network structures has mainly focused on graphs with a single node and link type. To extend the models to more complex systems graphs with multiple types of nodes and multiple classes of relations must be considered. In this case many of the basic approaches to network analysis, such as weighted random walks for similarity metrics, break down and new methods must be developed;13
- Development of an understanding of the fundamental limits of network reconstruction will provide an important foundation for network models. Under what conditions of sampling and observation errors can network structures be reconstructed and how should confidence levels be assigned?
- Many of these networks are very large. Methods for analyzing the network structure at varying levels of resolution such as scalable methods for evaluating eigenvalue spectra of large graphs are needed;14
- Methods for analyzing measurements from large networks and evaluating competing classes of models and inference methods will be required. Work to scale up statistical data analysis tools on high-performance parallel computer systems to multi-terabyte or petabyte-class data sets will provide needed research tools.

**Research area 2: Understanding network dynamics**

In general the network structure discussed above serves as the substrate for dynamic processes that are the principal objects of interest. The objective is to understand behavior under varying conditions – at steady state and as the network evolves, but particularly large-scale emergent behavior changes due to changes or events in the system or its environment14,15.
Graph models are used extensively to model network structure. How can these mathematical structures extend to incorporate dynamics? How can they scale as the networks grow?

Modeling dynamic processes in complex networks will require machine learning methods incorporating multivariate time-varying statistics. Understanding the performance of these approaches in noisy, nonstationary environments raises many open mathematical problems. The learning process itself becomes a dynamic system coupled to the system being modeled.

Emergent behavior is one of the hallmarks of complex network dynamics. Capturing the nonlinear interactions that produce these effects is an important component of the network model. Developing stability conditions and understanding phase transitions will be required.

Understanding the foundations of network dynamics requires providing theoretical bounds on reconstructability of network dynamics and estimates of confidence in model structure and parameters.

Research area 3: Mathematical modeling and simulation

Given a mathematical or statistical model of a complex network, simulations can be developed to realize the model structure and produce dynamic network behaviors. Multiple levels of fidelity are needed – at the highest resolution levels the simulations can emulate the bits and instructions of real complex dynamic networked systems while at lower levels sophisticated mathematical models will be required. Accurate and validated simulations of complex dynamic networks will be one of the most important deliverables for DOE programs focused on the applications of complex networks. Areas of research focus include:

- Multi-scale information system simulations that treat parts of the simulated system at very high fidelity through emulation or virtualization approaches while simulating the larger parts at lower fidelity. Multiple time scales will also be important for many types of networks, e.g. the Internet evolves much more quickly than the power grid;
- Highly parallel discrete-event simulations that are the foundation of these simulation tools;
- Performance optimization of large-scale simulations;
- Integration of models for human or social components with complex network simulations;
- Analysis of stability, convergence properties and errors in complex network simulations;
- Confidence measures and validation of simulations with ground truth in real network systems.
Research area 4: Situational awareness, design and control of complex networks

The ultimate goal of modeling and simulation research is to develop methods for understanding and controlling events and anomalies in complex network systems, which will depend upon progress in research areas 1-3 described above. When on-line measurements are used to build models and model predictions are, in turn, used to modify the network operation new dynamics are introduced into this new closed-loop system. The final research area focuses on the specific research required for on-line learning in complex networks and the use of control methods to modify network behavior.

- Real-time adaptive machine learning in networks expands the methods discussed above to work in a real-time on-line environment. The learning methods must adapt to a nonstationary environment and, in many cases, scale to very high speed performance.
- Distributed situational awareness systems will use multiple sensors throughout a physically distributed network to build a model of the network structure and dynamics. Distributing the inputs, the model itself, and the analysis agents that build it is the focus of this area.
- Because of the huge volumes of streaming data often involved in complex networks, the data must be processed in real time, thus requiring analysis methods that maintain minimal state information. Mapping sophisticated learning methods into a streaming environment will be a major challenge.
- Many of the problems that these models and simulations will address involve interaction of the network with some type of adversary. Game-theoretic models of the adversary integrated into a simulation environment are required to understand and model these threats.
Program Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the proposed DOE Office of Science program in complex networked systems is motivated by the need to rapidly develop the fundamental science required to make significant advances in our understanding of these systems. A program that can significantly accelerate the development of theory, modeling and simulation capabilities can have substantial benefits for the DOE as it grapples with challenges associated with real complex networked systems such as the power grid, the internet, and the networks on which the various DOE enterprises depend. In addition to promoting rapid development of a strong scientific foundation for understanding complex networked systems, such a program will be required to develop a substantial base of simulation codes that can be used to provide scientific understanding and discovery capabilities. This requirement strongly supports the involvement of the DOE national laboratories, since collectively they provide substantial experience in the development and maintenance of large simulation code infrastructures that support various DOE mission elements.

An effective program will have two main elements. One is the DOE Complex Networked Systems Research Institute (CNSRI) program, which will include several large research institutes whose charter is to advance theory, modeling, and software infrastructure relevant to large-scale DOE networked systems and which will become long-term focal points for broad national research efforts in complex networked systems. The second component is a Complex Networked Systems Basic Research (CNSBR) Program consisting largely of individual investigator research projects focused on specific challenges for networked systems. To assure the DOE-relevance of research projects supported by the CNSBR program, mechanisms will be provided to strongly couple those projects with the CNSRI’s.

The charter of the CNSRI program element is to accelerate the development of the strong scientific foundation for complex networked systems needed to support DOE needs. As part of this charter, the CNSRI’s will have the responsibility to identify priority research focus areas in complex networked systems, and will allocate resources to individual PI’s who may subcontract to the CNSRI, or who are resident for some period of time at the CNSRI (e.g. academic faculty sabbaticals or summer research opportunities for faculty and students). These activities will be directed by the CNSRI steering committee, consisting of the principal investigators of the CNSRI, representatives from the wider research community, and DOE Office of Science program management.

In addition to their oversight and direction roles, the CNSRI’s will be responsible for the design, development and validation of the significant software infrastructure supporting full-scale integrated system models of DOE-relevant complex networked systems. The unique value added by DOE to a research program of this type is the ability to integrate deep research components into large-scale system applications – something that is well-beyond individual investigator driven research. The critical importance to DOE of developing these large-scale system applications supports the
requirement that these Institutes be located at the DOE National Laboratories. Each CNSRI would focus on an end-to-end application area, for example, modeling and simulating the dynamic behavior of the national power distribution grid at full scale. The focus areas for the CNSRI’s will demand computational, measurement, and analytic facilities at a National Lab scale.

Figure 1: The DOE Complex Networked Systems program consists of two main elements, the Networked Systems Research Institute (CNSRI) program, and the Networked Systems Basic Research (CNSBR) program. The CNSRI’s are DOE Lab-directed institutes that coordinate large program sub-areas, while the CNSBR’s are individual investigator research efforts based largely in academia and industry. To assure DOE-relevance, each of the CNSBR’s is affiliated with one or more of the CNSRI’s.

The CNSRI’s will also run summer research programs, workshops and conferences that will bring PI’s from the CNSBR program, and other federal or international programs, to promote exchange of ideas and to encourage the development of collaborative partnerships.

Complementing the integrative function of the DOE Laboratory-based CNSRI’s, the finer-grained CNSBR program is an essential component of the complex network research program. These projects will perform investigations in focused areas of complex network research. Each project in the CNSBR program will be affiliated with one of the CNSRI’s whose responsibility it is to integrate the research effort into the full-scale program.

This program structure also provides natural interfaces to other DOE programs in the specific focus areas. For example a CNSRI on Information Network Simulation would provide powerful tools and capabilities to DOE and NNSA cybersecurity and networking programs.
The future of complex network theory research at DOE

DOE has a significant opportunity to develop next-generation complex networked systems that are more secure, less brittle to unexpected events, and more controllable. The establishment of a new and aggressive basic research program in modeling, simulation and analysis of complex networked systems will be an essential enabler of these developments. The resulting strong intellectual foundation will enable DOE to significantly reduce the risk associated with the lack of essential knowledge for effectively improving network performance and understanding potential modes of failure.

With sufficient federal support, a program that couples a group of Complex Networked Systems Research Institutes with a strong program of individual-investigator-based basic research projects can be developed over a very few years that will meet these needs. This program will provide a strong foundation for rapid progress in the development of understanding and simulation capabilities for large-scale complex networks. Research efforts in this program will advance our understanding of network structure, network dynamics, develop predictive modeling and simulation capabilities, and provide tools for the design and control optimization of complex networks. The development of strong foundations in these four areas will be essential for, e.g., understanding and quantifying the efficacy of new security approaches for computer networks, improving the design of computer or communication networks to be more robust against failures or attacks, detecting potential catastrophic failure on the power grid and preventing or mitigating its effects, understanding how populations will respond to the availability of new energy sources or changes in energy policy, and detecting subtle vulnerabilities in large software systems to intentional attack. Furthermore, it will provide a strong intellectual foundation that can lead to future breakthroughs in capabilities to build and operate effective, secure, robust large-scale complex networks in support of the DOE mission.


